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Introduction

1. The disturbing energy situation is one of the major factors limiting
Africa's economic development. As it could be observed*from the available
statistics for 1984-1989, energy consumption is rising, faster and faster
in the African member States upto the point of arousing serious anxieties
about the continent's future energy supplies. The economic crisis
endangered by rising energy prices may increase and cause a disorder
hamper Ing the imp Iementati on of the programmes of econom i c recovery
CAPPER, UN-PAAERD and AAF-SAP) which recently have brought together
the developing Africa and developed world.

2. The strategy for Energy Development in Africa was formulated in
the Lagos Plan of Action which called upon member States to follow
policies which witt enable the energy sector to make the proper
contribut.on to economic well-being. This required among other things
well-balanced energy economies and a reduction in the vulnerability
to energy disruptions and in the individual and collective dependance
on imported oil. African states are also in need of establishing a
coherent energy strategy, in preparing and obtaining fundings for urgent
and high priority energy projects and in identifying the most pressing
requirements for technical assistance in the energy sector.

3. The Lagos Plan of Action also envisaged that African states should
take common measures to reduce barriers to intra-African energy trade
maintain effective arrangements for handling disruption in oil supplies.
As a result African states are relying on a combination of market forces
and government action to secure well-balanced energy economies and the
governments have a special responsibility for the security of energy
supply .n both the short and long term. The member States are committed

lfi^Clt5-^ i eJP +° aV°id '" +hS fu+ure +he disruptive economic
« t ll ?+ * ^3Ve. Sen exPerienced in +he past by African countries
as a result of developments in world oil market.

4* t The Programme of w<»-k of ECA in the energy sector for 1990 has
envisaged the preparation of the technical publication on the guidelines
on+the possibility of development of small oil, natural gas. coal and
peat resources in some Eastern African member States in order to reduce
the pressure on biomass fuel sources.

LiUhiii?! * J I*SS °f +Ms +echnical Publication are to analyze
Afr can L^Lr^T Cr^nVen+iOnal SOUrCGS of ener9* in «»* selected
ZJ ,lf' ThG maj°r obJec+ive js +o survey energy options

in Burundi and Madagascar endowed with depostls of oil and qas tar
sands and coal (Madagascar), and peat (Burundi). 9

6. The present situation with biomass in this part of Africa is critical

sca^in6^ re'a+ivel*jabundan+ a+ *»e localities, biomass ge era?\'y
'" + 8bove mentioned African countries. Developing of biomass

energy offers numerous opportunities in African countries. Hoover
m v.ew of the immenent shortages of this source of energy the tdea
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to utilize locally available small deposits of petroleum, natural gas,
coal and peat becomes very attractive. These non-renewable sources
of energy are used almost exclusively in urban areas for water supply
and electricity generation as well as for lighting, heating, cooling
and cooking of food. . ;■■ ■ -

7. Burundi being the Least Developed Country is particularly vulnerable
to the higher price of oil. The sharp escalation of petroleum prices
set off by the on-going Gulf crisis can only worsen the adverse impact
on the balance of trade and overwhelming dependence on petroleum for
commereial energy in Burundi and Madagascar. '

8. For Burundi and Madagascar with no crude oil production, oil imports
constitute more than half of their import bill, therefore the economic
incentive to develop indigenous conventional energy resources will remain
strong. The discovery of crude oi I and natural gas, even on a small
scale, can aid significantly in financing the further developemnt in
these countries.

9. One of the lessons learnt in Africa at the time of the two 611 schocks
in 1970s was realization of a need to develop a sound energy policies
•n future. These were formulated as follows: -to maintain energy
security through continued development of indigenous energy resources
and technologies and improvements in the efficiency of energy use- -
secure the benefits for African countries as a whole, of lower energy
and oil prices; - promote free and open trade in energy; and - further
Improve preparedness to deal with a disruption in energy supplies.

10. As reported in Burundi's contribution to the second United Nations
Conference on the Least Developed Countries, CD Burundi imports all
the petroleum products it uses; they make up 20 per cent of imports
and absorb 40 per cent of export earnings. The development planned,
particularly for industry, will make this constraint still worse. In
addition to research, efforts are being concentrated on the establishment
of a safety stock. The construction of hydroelectric stations is under
way and process of conversions of the industrial establishment to
electricity or peat has already been started.

11. The ECA study has concerned itself with what for many African
Governments is the highest priority issue, that is how to attract upstream
Investment into their countries or how to expand the effort that is
already being made. This report is to discuss the aspects of practical
operation of small oil and gas fields in Madagascar, coal field in
Madagascar and peat deposits in Burundi. The difference between small
scale operation and a major undertaking is clearly understood, because
they operate in an entirely different manner. The paper summarizes
what is known about conventional resources in these selected countries
rev.ews the history of exploration to date; assesses the prospects of
resources development consistent with the countries overall energy
development strategies. ' ; ,: ■*.. ■ :
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.11. AVAILABILITY OF OIL, NATURAL GAS AND COAL IN AFRICA

(a). OiI and Natural Gas

12. Oit plays a vital role in the economic life of Africa. Oil exports

arc an important source of national income and foreign exchange earnings

for African oil producing countries. For the consuming Africa, howqyer,

this commodity, which is the principal source of .energy for modern

industrial development and agriculture imposes a heavy burden, on their

scarce foreign exchange resources. ,.;.■■

13. It is evident that o.i I and natural gas wilt remain the basic

components of the energy mix in the majoirty of African countries, in

the forseeable future. With the recent hike in oil prices Africa still

heavily rely on fossil fuels and today mnny African countries depend

almost entirely on petroleum imports for their energy needs.

14. Forecasts of future petroleum consumption in Africa indicate that

African member States will continue to depend on oil and gas as their

main commercial primary energy source well beyond the year 2000. African

countries with a few exception have not been able-to adjust to the high

price of oil in the past despite the adopted conservation measures and

investments made in renewable sources of energy.

15. Nevertheless the critical energy situation in Africa has brought

about some improvements i n i nvestments for expIoration and deve1opment

of indigenous oi 1 and gas resources although the col lapse of oi I prices

in 1986 and the deep indebtedness of so many African countries have

once again brought about a significant reduction in these efforts.

16. The multinationals which in the past have been attracted to Africa

started to pull out because of the worIdw i de downturn i n expI oration

acti v i ty. But th i s trend i s apparent Iy not i n the i nterests of Afr i can

countr i es wh i ch st iI I are i n need to strengthen the i r nat i ona1 capac i ty

in exploration for indigenous oil and gas. Furthermore they would like

to gi.ve a consideration to enhance technical co-operation among themselves

through appropriate regional and subregional arrangements and also seeking

the assistance of multilateral oranisations.

17. Typically a large part of the African member States foreign exchange

reserves is spent on the importation of crude oil and products for

conversion into energy, and costs are still onerous in terms of available

resources as compared to the multiplicity of needs which exist.

18. Many of these. African countries have undeveloped hydrocarbon resources

within their nationaI boundartes which if brought into production, wouId

significantly alter their national economies. There are still targe

areas in Africa which need to be fully prospected if a complete inventory

of their resources is to be made. Some African countires have skilled

staff but too few of them to undertake the prospect i ng of vast regions.
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Encouragement should therefore be given to the formation of joint

prospecting missions, the training of personnel in countries having

the necessary training facilities and expereincc and the establishment

of new subregional and regional institutions.

19. The exploration stage in the oiI industry requires large investment

and highly skilled personnel. The establishment of joint African ventures

would be one way of tack I ing the problem. African producing countries

with the necessary experience and staff could set up joint ventures

with other African countries and could also provide financial backing

and training. The joint ventures could concentrate on areas which are

the responsibility of African governments under existing concession

agreements. Governments would thus be in a position to control the

oi t industry more closely and increase their participation in it.; It

would also be possible and prof itable to exchange exploration data on

neighbouring countries.

20. There are a number of reasons expI a i n i ng sIow deveIopment i n

exploration for indigenous oi f and gas in Africa but the major probably

is high externaI indebtedness of African countries. The ten African

petroleum produc i ng countr i es (ppc) as we I I as the rema i n i ng fourty

wh i ch are petroleum i mport i ng countr i es (pic) all have sub stant i a I

externaI debts wh i ch they are finding d i ff i cu11 to serv i ce and repay

because of petroleum prices. Declining availability of petroleum products

in most pics have recently been endangering development.

21. Although the African continent has 13 million sq. km. of sedimentary

basins (17.5% of the total sedimentary basin area in the world) only

3 to 4 percent of total world petroleum exploration/production expenditure

to-date has been in Africa. Nevertheless the extent and pace of petroleum

exploration and production in Africa is at present decreasing rather

than increasing. International f irms exploring for petroleum in African

countries are deliberate Iy restriciting their activities to on-shore

and near-shore concessions.

22. Alone the substitution of petroleum from an oil field which intensive

expIorat ion may d i scover within i ts borders, for current Iy imported

quantities, wou'd be immense economic benefit, especially to the poorer

land-locked African pics. SmatI skid-mounted refineries could quite

economically refine the modest quantities of domestic crude oil to supply

produce for internal consumption.

23. Cruc i a I quest i on however i s whether i n genera 1 petroIeum export i ng

countries, arid the international I oil firms which are experiencing a

perciptuous decline in sales volume and prices would be in favour of

such intensive exploration as any significant discoveries and exploitation

would diminish international demand and increase the downward pressure

on oil prices. .

24. At present there are only ten-African ppes. These fall geographically

.into two focal areas: <a) the MediteranSan countries: Egypt, Lib^s,

Tun i s i a, AIger i a; (b) the Gu I f of Gu i neo countr i es: Cote d'Ivo i re,
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N t ger fa, Cameroon, Gabon, Congo and Angola. Substant i a t d i scover i es

of petroleum and/or gas that have yet to be exploited exist in Chad,
Sudan, Ethiopia, Tanzania and Mozambique.

25. The 1987 petroleum production in the ten African ppcs totaled 254.6

million metric tons (Mmt) and these countries consumed 52.6 Mmt (20.6%)
and exported the rest/;most of it to Europe and North America. Algeria
and Libya exported natural gas in addition to oi I. All other producers

either flared associated1 gas at the well head or reinjected it into
the well to enhance oil recovery.

26. African countries imported a total of 16.8 Mmt (6.6%) crude oi I
and petroleum products in 1987. Eastern and Southern African countries
imported crude and petroleum products from the Arabian peninusla and
West African countries- from North African and West African ppcs. In
most pics annual imports of crude and products are well below 1.0 Mmt.

27. For many African oil producing countries, it is not the physical
resource base which determines present and future preferred production
levels but:

-revenue requirments, which are determined in part by the size of their

popuI at i on. They are a I so determIned in part by des i red i nvestment
internally on infrastructure and industrial development;

-Debt.servicing requirments;

-Overseas investment plans or a desired build-up of other foreign assets;
-the protection of the existence of an adequate-sized oil market at
reasonable selling prices into the future, so that their oil resource
base continues to have saleable potential; and
-social and political factors.

28. These circumstances point to the need for collaboration between
producing and consuming African countries in short medium, and long-
term policies on oil exploration, production, processing, supply
distribution, marketing and consumption. Such collaboration should
focus in particular on the interests of both oil producing and consuming
countries, other forms of energy and the need to reduce the influence
of third parties on the processing, marketing and price of oil and its
products and their priority supply to consuming African countries.

(b).Coal

29. Africa possesses a coal potential that exceeds the presently known
figure or 160 billion tonnes of coal in situ. Of this figure, there
are 75 billion tonnes in situ regarded as "mineable reserves", that
could be exploited under current technical and economic conditions.
MV is resulting from these cirucmstances that only approximately 10-
20* of the afore-mentioned mineable reserve figure will finally end
up in form of saleable coal products. Even such reduced reserve figure,
however, constitute a very large potential coal production In Africa
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for centuries to come. Moreover, estimates of : reserves and resources

are representing only the status of the present knowledge and wi II still

increase in the fcrreo^ble future with the results of further exploration

work or of improving market conditions.

30 •■ The overall production of; coal in the continent amounted to 181.4

Mi 11 ion , tonnes in 1986. Of this figure approximately 40.65 million

tonnes appear to be exported of which approximately 40 Mi II ion tonnes

being steam coal are being shipped to overseas customers in Industrialized

countries. In 1990, 234 Million tonnes are expected to be produced

(6.5* growth per year) of which 65 Million tonnes will be exported in

the international coal market. African countries (excluding RSA) are

producing approximately 6.0 Million tonnes of coal in 1986 artd expect"

to i ncrease th i s f i gure to 8.9 M i 11 i on tonnes i n 1990 (10* growth per

year). Only slightly more than 0.65 Million tonnes report to intra-

African trade in 1985, which will be increased to 0.83 Mi 11 ions tonnes

in 1990 and which wi 11 entirely be covered by the Southern African
Subregion.

31. The overwhelming proportion of Africa's mineable coal resources

(14.5 billion tonnes or 95.0% of total coal resources) are concentrated

in several of the countries comprising the Southern African Development

Co-ordination Conference (SADCC) and Madagascar. The distribution of

these coa I resources w i th i n the SADCC/PTA subreg i on is as fo11 ows:

Botswana 7,910 million tonnes or 54.5% of the subregional total,

Madagascar 60 million tonnes or 0.4%; Malawi 16 million tonnes or 0.1*;

Mozambique 285 mi I I ion tonnes or 2.0%; Swaziland 1,100 mi 11 ion tonnes

or 7.6%i Tanzania 320 million tonnes or 2.2%; Zambia 95 million tonnes

or 0.7%; and Zimbabwe 4,718 million tonnes or 32.5*. Thus, in terms

of current estimates mineable coal tonnages endowment, Botswana, Zimbabwe

and Swaz iI and are the r i chest among the SADCC/PTA countr t es account i ng

for 94.6* of the subregion^l total.

32. The Econom i c Commun i ty of West Afr i can States (EGOWAS) possesses

638 million tonnes or 4.2* of the presently known mineable coal resources

of Africa, located largely in Nigeria and to a lesser extent in Niger.
Nigeria's share of the ECOWAS mineable coal resources is of 'the order

of 99.1%. : :

33. The Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS) is credited

with 81 million tonnes or 0.5* of the known mineable coal resources

of Africa. These coal resources are al I located in Zaire. Thus, the

ECOWAS and ECCAS coal resources are not as widely distributed among

the countries of the respective subregions as is the case within the

SADCC/PTA subregion.

34. The North African subregion's portion of the presently known mineable

coal resources is only 39 million tonnes or 0.3* of total Africa largely

distributed within Algeria, Egypt and Morocco.

35. In addition, the SADCC subregion is reported to posses large

quantities of excellent mineable coking coals which do not seem to occur
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in appreciable quantities in other subregions of Africa. These coking coals
are located in Mozambique and Zimbabwe.

36. Although the ECA research on coal has covered Eastern and Southern African

countr{es more comprohens i veIy than the rest of the reg i on, geolog i caI

Inference would suggest that even after the research is completed, the Eastern

and Southern African countries might prove to have the targest share of
mineable coal resources in Africa.

37. In terms of tonnages produced, the countries of Africa produce minor
amounts of coal compared to their coal resources potential.. During 1995,
the totaI product i on of saIeabIe coa I i n the countr i es amounted to near Iy

5.5 million tonnes. Of this total, the SADCC subregion produced 77>(n or
4.2 million tonnes. The distribution of the 1985 saleable coal production
within SADCC was as follows: Botswana 480 thousand tonnes or M.4*; Malawi
10 thousand tonnes or 0.2%; Mozambique 25 thousand tonnes or 0.6«; Swaziland
160 thousand tonnes, or 3.9%; Tanzania 7 thousand tonnes or 0.2S; Zambia
485 thousand tonnes or 11.5%; and Zimbabwe 3,045 thousand tonnes or 72.2*.

38. The SADCC. coal production proportion would have been higher than, that
which was achieved largely because the existing production capacity . in
Mozambique'was made inoperative. In 1981, Mozambique produced about 500,000
tonnes of coal compared to the 25,000 tonnes produced in 1985.

39. Coal production during 1.985 for the North African subregion amounted
to 850 thousand tonnes or 15.5% of Africa's output. All this coal was
produced by Moropco. Within the ECOWAS subregion 290 thousand tonnes of
saleable coal 5.3* of total Africa) was produced in 1985, This production
was roughly equally shared by Niger and Nigeria. In the ECCAS subregion,
Zaire produced all the 121 thousand tonnes (2.2* of total Africa) of saleable
coal ouptput during 1985.

40. Political, economic and technical factors allowing and taking into account
existing coat developemnt programmes, it is estimated that saleable coal
production in the countries of Africa will rise to nearly 14.0 mi I(ion tonnes
of saleable coal by 1995. During the year, it is expected that 10.0 million
tonnes or 73. H of the coal will be produced in the SADCC/PTA subregionj
2.3 million tonnes or 16.8* from the North African subregion; 1.2 million

e°7* frOm-+he EC0WAS subre9i°n; and 0.2 million tonnes or 1.51

Hi. AVAILABILITY OF INDIGENOUS SOURCES OF ENERGY IN BURUNDI AND MADAGASCAR

11.1 Burundi

(a) Peat

41. 3urundi's peat resources are a potential substitute for fuel wood, for
small jndustr.es and for rural institutions, and perhaps eventually for
urban households. Over the past few years the assessment and development
of peat resources in Burundi has become much more systematized. The
development of peat in Burundi is supervised by ONATOUR. the parastatal
company under the Ministry of Mines and Energy.
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42. The principal issue in the peat sector is the uncertainty about the
extent of exploitaole peat reserves. According to 0NAT0UR the annual

production of peat in Burundi is about 15,000 tons. As the energy source

peat is used in improved stoves in the public schools and military barracks,

but it is not yet used at the level of individual family.

43. ECA in 1987 has sponsored the study on peat resources in CEPGL subregion
and comm i ss i oned for th i s study EKONO Group of Finland. The Report on

utilization of peat in Burundi, Rwanda and Zaire was submitted to CEPGL
member states in- 1988.(2)

44. Burundi is the leading country in the CEPGL subregion in peat development.
Its resources have; been surveyed to great extent and the country has steady
peat consumption in several consumer sectors.

45. Exploitable peat resources in Burundi are estimated at' 57.4 million

tons on. wet basis with 30% moisture content. The reserves are located in
three main are3s, these are the Highland bogs, Nyamuswgga and Akanyary river
valley. Peat reserves in all these areas have been evaluated by ONATOUR
and the corresponding figures could be found in the report by EKONO.(2)

46. The main consumer of peat in Burundi, is the institutional sector with
the Army as the major consumer. In 1987 the Army consumed! about 9,500 tons:
of peat outrof the .total consumption of 11,500 in the same year. " !■':

47. The total production during this, year was considerably hTgfier 'and. as
a result, the, stockpiles hbve been . growing. There is n© need t6 increase
stockpiles, because the production conditions are fairy stable therefore,"
it is necessary to match the production with the. real.consumption.

48.. TfVe institutional sector is a steady market for peat; and especial ly
the Army which covers approximately 80< of the total. Therefore- the planning
for new production should take into account the actual stock level and the
demand based on firm contracts.

49, The selling price of peat in 1987 was a 8.0 FBU/kg in Bujumbura and
5.5 F$U/kg at production site. The economic cost of fuelwbod according
to the World Bank estimate was FBU 3.3/kg therefore, the price of peat was
not competitive enough (3). The EKONO report recommended that new; production

AMA-£?fn+ Sh°U.'d b9 °n +hG limi+ed scale un+i» the stockpiles are consumed.
ONATOUR should try to minimize the production cost of peat and at the same
time to increase the production efficiency.

50. There are a number of potential consumers of peat in industry which
may consider peat option as substitution to imported oil, fuelwood and
electricity. The list of the potential industrial consumers includes Cotebu
textiIe factory, two brewer i es in Bujumb ura, two da i r i es and four tea
factor.es also located in the capital. There are numerous bakeries and
restaurants in Bujumbura which may be switched to peat as a source of energy.
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51. Among the on-going projects in,peat utilization perhaps the most important

is the study on peat briquetting. The study has revealed that peat brrquetts

are cheaper per kilogramme than charcoal (15 FBU against 20 FBU) and briquctts

can be recommended for utilization in rural areas.

1 1..2.Madagascar

Domestic Oil and Natural Gas

52. Madagascar has been exploring for oi I and gas for a number of years.

Depend i ng on an outcome of a hydrocarbon expI orat i on ef fort now under way

Madagascar oil and natural gas may be one of the most important of the

available energy options.

53. In 1981 the Office Mi I its ire National pour les Industries Strategiques

(OMNIS) i nv i ted o i I company part ic i pat ion i n the search for hydrocarbons

and an accord was signed with Mobil. According to the agreement Mobil was

expected to carry out an eight year exploration programme on rts-concession.

"the accord also included provision for the state to take a 51% particiaption

in any commercial find. _

54. In 1982 three further concessions were awarded by OMNIS with conditions

similar to those pertaining to the Mobil concession.- Agip was awarded an

expIoration Iicence on a bIock of 20,000 sq. km which is Iocated on the

north side of the island and includes both land and off-shore areas. Amoco

was assigned the block of 25,000 sq. km. on the west side of the island

and Occidental held a third block of almost 20,000 sq. km. The same year

seismic and aero-magnotic programmes have been carried out by the concession

holders which led to a dri I I ing campaign. The statistical data of the

exploration programme in Madagascar is summarized in the Table 1.

55. As a result of this exploratory effort the commercial reserves of heavy

oil have been confirmed in Tsimiroro field, known for many years. Madagascar

has consideable potential as heavy oil producer. ONIMS has began to

investigate the potentiaf of the heavy oil in Tsimiroro and they have already

launched a major study on heavy oil recovery. The original plan envisaged

the drilling of about 10 test holes in the 1,500 ft. depth range to assertain

the qua I i ty of the depos it. Th i s work was f i nanced by an USD 11.5 m i I I i on

from IDA. An additional 5.0 million was provided by OPEC fund and it was

estimated that about USD 18 million will be required to establish the

potential of the area.

56. In 1987 the Petro-Canada InternationaI Assi stance Corporat ion (PCI AC)

finished processing and interpreting some 4,000 km of off-s.hore data collected

the previous year in the northwest Ami lobe Basin and south of the continental

sheIf of Madagascar. On the same year OMN IS and PC I AC si gned a second, co-

operation agreement and launched an onshore exploratory dri11 ing programme

west of ManamboIo in the Morondava sed i mentery basin. After se i sm i c

ver i f i cat i on to Iocate the best drilling pos i t i on the we I 1 West ManamboIo

1 was spudded. Dri1Istem tests were done on two Cretaceous sands intervals



TABLE 1

M A D^ G

KEYTRENDS

Exploratory Wells

Oi! Production (MBOPD)

Oil Reserves (MMBBL)

Res/Prod Ratio (YEARS)

1988 1984 1988 vs 1984

- 100%

REGIONAL STATUS 1988 1984

Exploratory Wells

Oil Production

Oil Reserve*

UCENSED AREA (000 sq km)

Offshore

Onshore

Total

SEISMIC ACTIVITY (line km)

Offshore

Onshore

Total

EXPLORATORY WELLS

Offshore - Oil

Gas

Dry

Unsp

Sub total

Onshore • Oil

Gas

Dry

Unsp

Subtotal

Total

DRILLING FOOTAGE (TOO ft)

Offshore- Total

Average/well

Onshore - Total

Average/well

RIG MONTHS

Offshore

Onshore

Total

58.4

64.7

123.1

200*

4,400

4,600*

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

4

4

0.0

0.0

15.1

3.8

-

0.0

4.6

4.6

-

58.4

66.8

125.2

125

3.476

3.601

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

3

0

3

4

0.0

0.0

46.0

15.3

0.0

11.0

11.0

3%

0.0

67.6

67.6

4.000'

0

4.000*

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

3

3

0.0

0.0

32.8

10.9

0.0

6.2

6.2

0.0

67.6

67.6

0

48'

48*

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

2

2

0.0

0.0

8.5

4.3

0.0

1.6

1.6

0.0

42.6

42.6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

* Estimated data

Note: No development or production data.
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wh i ch y i eIded gas fIows of 6.3 MMCF/0 2nd 9.5 MMCF/d respect i veIy. The

we I I w?s suspended as a p> rrenttal gas producer. The presence of potentially

commercial hydrocarbon reserves in the Cretaceous opened up new exploration

opportunity in western Madagascar.

57. Back in 1985 the US Department of Treasury pub I i shed an estimate of

the potential recoverable resources of oi I in Madagascar. This estimate

was preapred for two scenarios, high and tow and the figures are presented

i n the Table 2.

Table 2

Potenti3t recoverable resources of oil in Madagascar

(mill ions of barrels)

Recoverable resources High Low

Estimated land and shallow water

resources 1,125

Estimated deep water resources

Estimated total resources

720

1.845

435

790

58. Assuming the level of reserves indicated in Table 2 are proven, the

cost of these dove I opments may be ob ta i ned by us i ng unit costs-, i.e. USD

3/barrel of reserves for land and shallow water and USD 6/barrel of reserves

for offshore (in 1980 USD). Therefore, the finance required for the high

scenario will be approximately USD 8,0 mi I I ion and 4.0 mi I I ion for the low

scenar i o.

59, As stated above petroIeum expIorat i on in Madagascar i s carr i ed out by

multinationals under concessions agreement but level of royalty and income

tax rate are highest among African member States, constituting 20% and 45*

respectively. It seems extraordinary that Madagascar, non-producer is on

the top with; regard to royalties, however, this situation is a function

of the Government thinking rather than the reflection of the resource

potentia I.
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60, The conditions for petroleum operations in Madagascar are the following:
duration of the contract eight years for' exploration and fifteen years for
exploitation, the Government is imposing the corporation tax, plus a direct
tax based on the profitability which rises from 15% on a profitability of
15*- to-75* on profitability rates of 25% and over. In case of natural gas
roya I i ty i s ;down to 15*;

61. Refining 'capacity of Madagascar was limited by 18,000 bbls/day but an
exterts ion permi tted the ref i nery to produce about 70,000 tonnes/year of
gasoil-,, 5,300 tonnes/year of petrol and 20,000 tonnes/year of bitumen. The
crude is essentially imported from the Persian Gulf and the refinary
traditionally operates at 60 to 70% of its full capacity.

(b) Tar Sands

62, In the region of Bemolanga located at about 500 km north-west of
Antananarivo there is deposit of tar sands. This deposit has an area of
about 400 sq. km and geological reserves of it in 1970 were estimated at
3,000 m;ill..on tons. As it was indicated in the earlier reports of UNDP,
the development of Bemolanga deposit seemed possible. Bitumen is likely
to be converted into petrol, used for electricity generation and residua!
tar (asphalt) may be utilized for surfacing of the roads. However commercial
teasbility of such an undertaking was not studied that time.

63. In 1981 the study on a promising bitumen extraction process was undertaken
financed: by IDA. OMNIS hired an Italian firm to test their process on the
tar sands from Madagascar and also study the necessary on-site upgrading
of the bitumen. The studies showed that extraction of the bitumen was not
economically feasible at that time price of oil and with the currently
available technology. There still an interest in OMNIS to develop this
deposited the organisation continues to identify and consider new processes
which might eventually make oil extraction from the sands economical. Given
the present circumstances in the world oil market and existing trends in
the prices escalation, the Bemolanga project may become economically feasible.

(c)Coal

M+ad^ascar's coal resources have not been exploited commercially

tL !h" ,°'L *V™\ T* ?GCBUSG °f +heir rel^e remoteness from
1 + C\°t Indu?+ria( demand- fn view of the changing economic

n the interest to coaf was recently revived.

65. The overall coal potential of Madagascar is estimated at 150 million
tons in the ground and about 100 million tons are concentrated in the Sakoa

ash conJnt5 f'eldccLontainsi^di^ volatile steam coal with the moderate
ash content. The Sakoa coal field was studied in detail by many experts
from major coa producing countries (UK, Canada, FRG) and from international

"'fTv NDTCD a> somvf +he experts es+imated the™:??
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66. The Government of Madagascar back in 1987 has invited ECA coal on expert
who visited the Sakoa and Sakamena coal deposits and presented a comprehensive
report on development of coal in Madagascar (4). :

67. The major conclusions of this study were that OMNIS' approach to
developing of Sakoa is justified and it is necessary first to install small

production unit for domestic needs and proceed with the installation of
a larger unit if and when the international coal market recuperates.

68. The coal resource potential in Sakoa is sufficient for such an approach:.
The potential for export will be about 1,5 million tons as indicated by
the general character of the field.

69. The estabIi shment of the i nfrestructure cannot f i nanc i a I Iy be borne
by the coal exports. The road and rait have to be established for this
part of Madagascar anyway and coal can contribute to repayment in the long
term but would not be the only beneficiary. Other industries could be the
spin-off, such as cement manufacturing, various1 agricultural enterprises,
small industries etc. If the Government of Madagascar waits with
infrastructure for coal to finance it alone, this would last for very lonq
time.

70. There is possibility of intra-African co-operation in the development
of Sakoa field. For example the facilities already existing in Swaziland
(Emaswati) can be used for laboratory study and perhaps a joint venture
in coal development can be proposed.

71. Power generation at the mine mouth should be one objective of the overall
Sakoa project. This is not only to be established for the consumption of
the mine, but also for distribution of electricty to rural areas. The
d i scards of the coa I benef i cat i on pi ant cou I d be the feed stock for the
power plant which should be initially of small size and gradually be increased
by adding further units later on.

72. Summarizing the suggested by ECA overall objectives of the Sakoa coal
project, it should be planned as a small to medium size, gradually to be
developed for indigenous consumption (cement, small inudstries, households,
energy generat i on) and for the export to ne i ghbour i ng Afr i can countr i es
and islands.

IV. POSSIBILITY OF SMALL SCALE DEVELOPEMNT OF OIL, NATURAL GAS, COAL AND
PEAT IN BURUNDI AND MADAGASCAR

(a) OiI and Natural Gas

73. In Madagascar hydrocarbons may offer a major opportunity, although the
prospects for their development and timing of the development are still
uncertain. However it is the right time to be prepared to take this
opportunity, should it arise. Almost certainly, wise use of' the future
revenues from oil development can enable Madagascar to develop a strong
and sustainable energy system based on this resource.(5)
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74. The position of the Madagascar's Government with regard to natural gas

i s different from that of oil. The discovery of gas prone areas dosp ite

being geological success was not fof lowed by commercialization given the

absence of markets and h i rjh costs of the i nfr3structure wh ich restra i ned

the development and use of this versatile fuel.

75.. Even in the light of recent technological developments, tar sands of

Madagascar remote from the large centres of consumption seems for the moment

to involve such di ff iculties and high cap ital investment; that their

exploitation wilt presumably not be considered in the near future.(6)

76. In view of the above the only commercially viable source of energy capable

to substitute oil in Madagascar is coal.

(b)Coal

1.Madagascar

77. Madagascar intends to develop its cob' resources in a three step approach:

CD to start a smalI openp it test mine of approximately 5,000 tonnes/year

coa I product i on in order to suppIy coa I to I oca I consumers and to enhance

indigenous coal consumption by making coa I available to the population;

(2) to instal I a smal I to medium sized openp it production unit as soon as

quality products for the local market can be produced be a suitable coal

benefication plant and as soon as some basic infrastructure investments

for roads and bridges have been dene; (3) to str i vc for a larger unit of

1 to 1.5 mi I I ion tons ct can cool production per year in the long term if

and when the international cos) markets recuperates and if and when the

i nvestment of a ra i I way I i ne to the coast and s sh i p I oad ing pi ant can be

afforded.

78. The ECA conclusion is That this phased approach represents a logical

and consequent t a I dec i s i on( commensurate w i th the present Iy known resource

potential of 150 million tons of coal in the ground of which approximately

100 million tons in the ground can be regarded as indicated and inferred

mineable in situ reserves (Sskoa area). Of this, 23 mi I I ion tonnes can

presently be regarded as opencast and strip mineable, probably resulting

in 14 million tonnes of saleable clean coal.

79. The studies of BP in 1985 reached the conclusion that the necessary

i nfrastructure for coaI exports i nto the i nternsti cnaI markets can on I y

be established with a decent return on the investment if five or ten million

tonnes of saleable coal products could yearly be produced. The overall

potential of Sakoa does not justify such a major coal export project. The

step-w i se approach to the coaI deveIopment prov i des initially for a mi nor

production unit for test purposes, which probably will be developed into

a medium sized coal mine of 100 to 200,000 tonnes/year if markets for this

coal could be found or generated. Later on if and when the international
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markets should recuperate, several production units of comb inod 1 to maximum

1.5 mi I I ion tons cou!d be contempI?ted. According to the f indings of BP

CoaI and ECA expert, the necessary i nfrastructuro measures regard i ng new

roads, rai I and ship loading faciI i + ies cannot financially be borne by 3

minor or medium sized coal project.

80. However in view of the fact that smaller quantities and smaller shipsizes

do not require the same or e very similar investment amount for a ship loading

plant as for a mega project, the possibility of a more moderate investment

approach should be assessed. I f smaI Ier quantities will have to be shipped

over shorter distances to adjacent island states and not to faraway African

constal countries, smaller shipsizes should suffice. It is morevoer

conceivable that all the rail connection need not to be of a high performance

unit train structure, but could consist of a more modest, even narrow gauge

rai f instatI at ion, just sufficient to move produced coal to tide-water.

It should also be checked whether the existing bri dge and embankment

structures, left uncompleted since colonial times, could be used in order

to minimize investment costs.

81. Consideration shoul d a I so bo q! v*,-n to the fact that not only the

anticipated coal mining industry would benefit from the expensive

infrastructure measures, but a I so other industr ios and possible agricultural

projects. There is a major cement manufacturing complex for export which

may utilize coal for power generation. Agricultural cash crop projects

for exports should be considered as co-users for the new railway line and/or

road connections and should .Iikewi so contribute to the amortization of the

infrastructure investments.

82. As shown ebovo by evaluation of the respective costs, the estabIi shment

of a rail connection to the coast appears to be of utmost importance, even

if only a medium sized production unit is established. It is shown that,

i f average- speci fic index f igures are used, which are applicable in wor I d

wide compartsion, road transportation over long distance (220 km) is

excessively expensive and cannot compete with rail transportation of bulk

material of this kind. It will, however, not be feasible to finance the

necessary infrastructure measures by the cost project alone. Roads, rai I

and shiploading plant should serve diversified purposes and be paid back

by multiple exports and by increased domestic development.

83. The character of the Sakoa coal project as part of a general development

project for the under-deveI oped south-west area of Madagascar appears to

render this project eligible for technical ond financial aid by interested

donor countr i es. Whether such a major developmont can be i n i ti ated, will

largely depend on the private sector. In this connection also the coal

demand for power gonerati on shouId be mentioned here. In v iew of the

dest i tute transportnt i on infrastructure, a power pI ant based on coa I shouId

be consi dered aT the mine mouth f i rst. Th i s power station should make use

of the discards from the preparation plant, which should stiI I contain a

notab le heating value that can be used at low costs. As this is practised

elsewhere in Southern Africa, it couId considerably contribute to low fuel

cost power generation and to the optimization of the- overall project.
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84. In v i ew of t^e i nvoIvement of many d i vergent d i sc i pIi nes exert i ng

financial, performance,, and cost iinfluence on the whole project, it appears

to be exigent to conceive and to co-ordinate integrated studies on the entire

chain of,, coal., production, benefication, transportation and shiploa'rfing.

These studi.es should be flanked and supported by a coal market survey covering

the adjacent. Indian Ocean island states and not too far distant coastal

African countires that , could become customers. Also the establishment of

a coal based power station and the potential for development of Madagascar's

secondary indust.r;.jes rS;uqh as cement manu factur i ng and agr icuItural casti

crop developemnt,;for.,.further export^-, should be taken into consideration.

85. First of all the operation of a small open cast test mine (5000

tonnes/year) should, be. exploj-ted for the generation of laboratory scale

and, industrial scale preparation test. The work is to be' conducted by a

cbal quality research i.nstit.ution which bias accumulated profound experience
and sta,te-of-the art expertise in the fiejjd of Southern African coal quality
and coa_l'.benefication technology. These stud ieSi should result fn an operating
and investment cost estimate^ for a suitable preparation1 plant including
conceptual design at an accuracy sufficient for feasibility ■assessement

purposes. They should precede the infrastructurai studies and initiated
as soon as possible.

86*.. Since, it is.a task of. this benefication test-work and of these studies

"^..de+ecniine how to improve and to adjust, the qual ity parameters of coal
according .to. market requirements and howl to satisfy specific 'coal demand

cafeteria, a parallel survey on the potential markets should 'be conducted.
This survey should cover the already coal-burning industries that;are situated
irt not too distant African island or coastal countries and should atso deal
with potential developments. : ■'■.,<--

' ' ' ■ -*

87. It is of importance that the potential quality features of Sakoa coal

and the^ requirements of the markets and of the potentialities of developing
industries in these island or coastal countries are dealt with in
co-ordination. For example if one island considers the design and

construct i on of a therma I power p I ant on coa I basis, it is i mportant to

contact the respective power authority in time in order to Iet them know

the possible range of coal specifications and to possibly influence the
plant design. If the design of a themal . power plant is done on the! basis

of high volatile coals, it is difficult to substitute it by low volatile
or antracitic coals and vice versa. Sakoa coal may have a goodi ctVance to
be cons i dered a 1 ready dur i ng the power pI ant des i gn because of i ts med i urn

to high volatile content which is sometimes preffered for power generation,
as1 well as because, .of its low sulphur and possibly low ash content. Coal's
poeht tally hi gh ca I. or J f i.e. va I ue is a I so an advantage. Advert i s i ng" and
customer acquisition, related ; efforts on the basis . of profound knowledge

and expert representation^ of^the inherent and real izable qUaiUty^features
and conveying confidence in the reliability and competitiveness of the future
coal deliveries, appear to be essential prerequisite for a successful and
aggresive market penetration. It is evident that the studies on coal quality
and market related issues mutually complement each other and require intensive
care and co-ordination.
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88. Reference is - here .repeated" to the expertise;, which is in fact available
in sorrfe Southern Afrjcan 'countries, : as :for exampfe in Zimtabw©, and in
Swaziland with-, respect; to coaf ' qual ity; ;and benefication issues. There, is
a suggestion to., contact producer in Swaziland that in itself successfully
operating a small to medium sized coal .mine, under pbmparab'le conditions.
It does not. sesm possible that such a producer could render consultant advice
with respect to coal benefication issues and could arrange a coal preparation
test and research, .programme as well -as,.a conceptual design study and the
appropriate cost, estimates. r This would be the more successful and least
risky since coal mined "by the company/ rn Swaziland is completely different
inequality,, in fact anthracite; wHi'c'lt would from the very beginning exclude
any;competitive rivalry as'tar as markets are concerned.

89, iA/i-t industr;|a.MsQd; donor counfry "dould also be addressed for technical
assiis.tanpe^for, the pjannrrig, initiation and earring out of a thoroughly
designed, cpaI .preparation test work, evaluation and conceptual planning
program^ ..However the time requirement for the application process may
be lengthy and , the outcome insecure, ff the first suggested approach of
consulting an. African coal mining establishment was not regarded preferable
or feasible, then the request for technical and financial assistance from
a European or North American industrial donor country could be an alternative.

9Dv?-, A:, further .study inti'ally at: g-pre-feasib i I ity accuracy should be
initiated, on a. suitable power plant .'concept. in view of the status of the
..nfrastructure, a mine, mouth power p(ant should be preferable, at least
lntt.al.ly the conceptual and: later on detailed design should take into
dons.derattqn the qua Iity features of the discards from the expected coal

k ,HCa;l+On Plant in addi+ion +o some raw coal as feedstock. The study
should determine the size of the power plant units which would faciIitate
?+ KPW!Se l,ncr^ase of P°wer generation commensurate with demand development
.Mh :S.hqMld also estimate the. cost of the electric power to be generated and
the required investment costs for the implementation. Also the distribution
grid of electr.cal energy supplies should be addressed in conjunction with
the quest,on whether the generation of electric power near the consumers
would become cheapter if and when the railway line to a shiploader has been
establ.shed.

91. The other integrated studies which are recommended in the following
explanations should also timely follow the coal quality and market related
■studies as suggested above. Its nature clearly qualifies for international
aid and assistance.

92. Assessement of \ the status and the represents vity of available
exploration results and of : additionally required exploration, work should
.be-.done for the, initiated small to medium size openpit mining operation
as we 1.1: as for the future expansion into additional underground mining at
bakoa and possibly ^ddjtional openpit mining at imalbto
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93. Integrated mining engineering and conceptual mine planning studies should

be performed taking into preferred consideration strip mining but also tow

Investment cost s.o.l ut i ens- as surface near room 3rd p i I f ar mining w i th the

emp I oyment of scrapers f i.rst and I ater on hydrau lie mining. Est imates of

investment,, ;and operating costs applying a pre-feasib i I ity accuracy during

conceptual planning and es the case may be a feasibi I ity accuracy during

detailed planning.

94. Integrated studies on road, rail and shiploading infrastructure under

the leading principle of low investment cost solutions for medium to large

:scale quantities of coal up to 1.5 mi I I ion tonnes coal shipment per year.

.-■Parallel to this, consideration should be carried out for additional potential

users for the new infrastructure other than the coal producer as a ■ cement

plant and new agricultural cash crop projects for exports near the hew roads

and as case may be near the anticipated railway to tide water.

95. The studies on infrastructure should take into due consideration the

resu f ts of the c;jaI trade survey and I ts recommendations for an adequate

sh i ps i ze range for coa I do I i vsr i es t~> ^d.iocont A f r i can i s I ands and to not

too distant African coastal countries. From this the size, investment and

operat i ng costs of the ship!oad ing pi ant shouId be def i ned. A t so the

investment of only a narrow gauge rail connection between the Sakoa mine

and the harbour site using the existing embankments and bridge structures

should be compared to the possible raiV 'connection. The infrastructure
studies should initially adhere to pre-feasibiIity accuracy in order to

enable the.. Government of Madagascar to decide in principle on an appropriate
mode of transportation and shiploading. Thereafter a full fledged feasibility

evaluation with detailed operating 2nd investment cost estimates on the
basis of conceptual design should be carried out. This should later on

be followed by detailed design in the framework of a project masterplan.

96.. These results of the studies should be used for the general project
master plan in which the .staged project sequence should be defined at c

bankable feasibility study accuracy and financing should be sought in co

operation with possible private investors (agricultural cash crop, projects,
cement manufacturing etc.), with interaction?' lending institutions and
with interested donor countries.

(c) Peet

97. Burundi is the fore-runner in peat development in CEPGL subregion and
there already is a lot of expertise, know-how and experience in various
peat deveIopment sector. ONATOUR has capabIe I oca I experts to imp Iement

many of the .tasks. :The following priority areas should especially be
developed: .fa) a balance between peat consumption and production should
be achieved .in order to.optimize the cost, structure and "(b) every effort
should be made to get industrial customers and especially Cofebu and Brarudi
The Burundi Government should formulat- the !onn tsrm energy policy in their
own industries in order to stimulate the progress in ~peat utilization
Negot.ations with Cotebu should be started in or^r to achieve definite
terms for peat project. ONATOUR might consider selling overstock at a lower
price to support the investment.
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98 After a tentative agreement has been reached the next step is to verify
the capital and operating costs by requesting budget type proposals. This
should be done by an experienced peat engineering company._ The project
should then be continued by financing negotiations and project implementation.
One of the tea factories should be converted to oeat firing as soon as

possible. An engineering study should bo made in order to design proper

equipment and then implement the project. ONATCUR should cons.der the use
of peat overstock to a reduced price as a market stimulator in order to
get the project implemented. Again it is vital to use engineers with former-
practical experience of peat combustion in similar applications. after
the successful demonstration the others can follow the suit.

99 it is necessary to use peat in brick manufacturing and to continue
research on increased productivity. Private contracts for certa.n users

should also be considered.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

100. Striving to overcome the sharp rises in the price of oil during the
1970s the African member States were pursuing the drive towards the
development of indigenous conventional sources of energy as well as the
improving of energy efficiency and conservation. This drive was undertaken
through the implementation of a number of programmes aimed at the development

and use of domest i c ind igenous convent i onaI resources. Enhanced energy
efficiency and energy conservation were also accorded priority but to a

lesser degree.

101 There is no doubt that Burundi and Madagascar are going to be hit by
the* currnet increase in the price of oil. However none of the petroleum
experts can predict how long-last ing this hike could be or how high it could
be Tne rise from the bench mark of IS USD a barrel to 36 USD now
underestimates the true rise that has taken place and will take place, but
no expert has any way of deciding whether it will go up to 40 USD a barrel
and stay there for some considerable period of time. One thing is for sure

- it" is bad for the economy ■ of Africa to have a price of oil going up. Cn
top of that the African countries with lots of their piled-up external debts

are likely to be hurt heaviest.

102. The boom experienced by African oil producing countries after the shocks

of 1973 and 1979 was not always effectively converted into lasting economic

development. Exploration activities in these countries did not increase

substantially after the two ot I shocks, as might have been expected, on

the other hand, it has not declined as early or sharply in the 1980s as

in some other group of countries.

103. The surplus of oil in 1980s has had an inevitable impact: on exploration

act i vIty in Africa. The prospects for 1990s are set uncerta in with the

knowledge that the source for oil for many African countries is in the Middle

East, where the world's proven reserves are highly concentrated.
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104. ft should be recalled that the first tremendous and devastating oil
crisis happened in the wake of the Middle East war of October 1973 The
sudden increase in the price of oil in 1979 after Iran's revolution has
resulted in dislocation of many economies in Africa.

Ik+,,, +h! in+erna+i°"al community and Africa in particular are facing
tne third oi 11 shock and consequent economic recession because of the current
Gulf crisis. The crippling effect of this oil crisis now expressed in
skyrocketing o,I prices (above 30 USD a barrel against 18 USD only six months
back) in international oil market will have a long-term effect.

t'L" remain hi9hly ^P^t-dependent on oi I in the foreseeable
Ttl's conf"-ms an assumption that unfavourable international

environment influences the development of commercial energy sources to such
an extent that forecasting the future developments in the energy sector
is an extremely difficult task. b

« l-r» SeVe? ° thS AfriCan coun+ries have natural gas reserves
~J T- II °r T" 'arger +han +heir oil fields- Although few of these
enjoy bright export prospects (Algeria, Libya and Nigeria) in several African

z:iVZi 9a; cn\har ,been expioi+ed ^"^ f°r ^ a™™*™.
f ^ pe+rOChemical -""ojects (Cote DMvoire.

impor+ance conventional sources of energy may have in the
energy consumption pattern of the countries considered in this

L 'Tra'Ve +ha+ m°re °mphaSis be 9iven +° «VS »"d means' of

In import g

LtTafoTth +C°nSiderable reserv^ °f unconventional crude oil and
3 L^thrr— :- y r

-?££
~
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reserves are Iocated. W i th Mozamb i que and Tanzan i a deveI op i ng the i r proven

naturai gas resources and with coming up Madagascar there is no doubt that

southern part of East Africa has the potential to become a major gas province,

provided the conditions outlined above can be met.

111. Petroleum expIoration and deveIopment in Madagascar may bring in their

wake a number of social issues. These are generated by production activities

(influx of outsiders, "boom town" effects, environmental threats, the impact

on tribal people etc.) and by, consumption, effects (the social impact of

new kinds of commercial energy, changes in the level and distribution of

income, rising expectations). These issues are sometimes neglected, but

if instead are given timely attention, they can usually be managed in such

a way that the positive effects will predominate. In this respect the long

lead times, characteristic of petroleum projects can if utilized properly,
be turned to good advantage.

112. In addition, it is prudent as a part of the Madagascar's energy planning

to prepare for the contigency that oil would not be discovered in commercial

developable quantities, or that it will not be developed for a decade or

even two decades. The risks are too great to assume that hydrocarbons will

be the answer, even though the prospects seem fairly good, that it wilt

be at least part of the answer.

113. Development of coal in Madagascar as part of a general development

prospect for the under-deveI oped south-west areas of Madagascar appears

to render Sakoa project eligible for technical and financial aid by interested
donor countries and financial aid by interested donor countries and financial

institutions. Whether such a major developemnt can be initiated, will largely

depend on the possibility to attract a major capital influx also from the
private sector.

114. Peat in Burundi will not be probably available in quantities sufficient

to allow significant substitution for oil unless new bogs are developed.

Peat could most easily be substituted for oil where oil is used to generate
steam or process heat.
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